FLAGMAN HOTEL***

Flagman Hotel*** is located in
St. St. Constantine and Helena resort
complex, which is the oldest
Bulgarian
Black
Sea
resort.
Positioned right next to the beach
and the promenade, the Flagman
Hotel*** offers guests the only
opportunity to enjoy the unique
blend of seascape and forest
greenery.

Guests of the hotel can visit the sights:
- The newly opened Historic Park Complex;
- Patleina Monastery;
- The natural phenomenon Pobiti Kamani (“Planted Stones”, also known as The
Stone Desert, a desert-like phenomenon);
- The Aul of Khan Omurtag (The Palace of Khan Omurtag);
- Petrich Kale;
- The Ancient Devnya, the Museum of Mosaics and Martsianopolis.

About the Flagman Hotel***
The hotel consists of a main building and three single-storey premises. There are
27 apartments and 85 double/twin rooms available. The rooms are airconditioned, have a private bathroom and are equipped with a mini bar, cable
TV.
The hotel offers free parking (limited places) and Wi-Fi.

In-room amenities:
- Air conditioning;
- Cable TV;
- Mini bar;

Hotel amenities:
- Sports and recreation center with fitness, sauna, underwater massage bath, pearl
baths, solarium, electro- and ultrasound procedures, massages, spa capsule for
relax-, detox- and bodyformer programmes;
- Two outdoor swimming pools;
- Volleyball field and 2 tennis courts;
- Playground;
- Terrace Main Restaurant with 240 seats;

- Romantika casual-dining restaurant with 80 seats and adjacent summer garden
with 60 seats;
- Severin lobby bar with 20 seats;
- Safe boxes at reception;
- Wi-Fi;
- Free parking (limited places).
Next to the Flagman Hotel*** is located the Admiral Hotel** conference room,
with a capacity of up to 80 seats.
The two outdoor pools with hot mineral water are available all year round. In
one - 25/12 m in size, the water temperature is suitable for training water sports,
and the temperature in the small pool is from 35˚ to 38˚C, depending on the air
temperature. The mineral water in the small pool has healing properties - rich
in calcium-magnesium salts and minerals.
Flagman Hotel*** has a sports and recreation center with fitness, sauna, solarium,
underwater massage bath, pearl baths and spa capsule. The center offers electro
and ultrasound procedures and massages. There are also two tennis courts and a
volleyball field available.
The Flagman Hotel welcomes tourists all year round.
GPS: 43°14’07.9”N 28°00’52.9”E

CLIMS - BULGARIA
PRICE LIST
SEASON “SUMMER 2021”
FOR INDIVIDUAL RESERVATIONS

“Flagman” hotel
Price per night in EUR for two
persons includes breakfast,
VAT, parking (there is a limit of
the parking places) and
swimming pool.

Type of room
High season

Low season

20.06.–10.09.

11.09.–19.06.

Resort fee and hotel
insurance per person,
per day in EUR, VAT
Adult/
Child
between 3
and 12
years old
pays

Child
until 3
years old

0,37

0,40

Hotel operating period - year-round
VIP Apartment

67

59

Apartment with 2 rooms

59

49

Apartment/ sea view

55

47

Apartment/ park view

49

42

Studio

52

44

DBL room/ sea view

45

40

DBL room/ park view

43

39

DBL room for single use

24

23

NOTE:
The price of the room or apartment per day in euro (bad and breakfast
for two adults, parking and swimming pool included if any) is also including
the daily resort fee and hotel insurance for one person.
When accommodating one adult with one child (between 3 and 12
years old), the adult pays 50% of the price per night on BB basis and the
child pays the specific discount as follows. Resort fee and hotel insurance
are added to the price of the accommodation.
Adult, additionally accommodated on a regular bed /after the
accommodation of two adults/, pays 40% of the price per night on BB basis

also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to the price of the
accommodation.
Adult on extra bed pays 30% of the price per night on BB basis also
resort fee and hotel insurance are added to the price of the accommodation.
Children up to 2 years old with minimum one adult person in apartment
or room have free accommodation and only pays resort fee and hotel
insurance.
Child on regular bed between 3 and 12 years old pays 25% of the
price per night on BB basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to
the price of the accommodation.
Child on extra bed between 3 and 12 years pays 20% of the price per
night on BB basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to the price
of the accommodation.

For bookings you should contact the CLIMS office in your country.

